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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we show how homomorphisms between certain permutation 
modules for the symmetric group S, may be used to give information about 
the submodule structure of Specht modules for hook and two-rowed 
diagrams. We continue the investigation of the properties of the hook module 
at characteristic 2 which was begun in [3,4]. Here we give precise 
conditions for the module to be completely reducible, and to have a unique 
minimal submodule. We also show that the two-rowed Specht module has a 
unique minimal submodule over a field of any characteristic. 
Let K be any field, and X = (x i ,..., xn} a set of independent commutative 
indeterminates. We may define the action of S, on any polynomal in the 
elements of X by u(xI) = xu(,) for each u in S,. We denote by SCnPrVr) the 
Specht module corresponding to a Young diagram with n - r nodes in the 
first row and r nodes in the second, and by S(n-rV1” the module for a 
diagram with n - r nodes in the top row and r rows of length 1. Then 
S(n-rlr’ and S(n-r*“) are generated over KS,, by T, and U,, respectively, 
where 
l-l* Tr=Ill<i<r (x*i-x*i-l) lZnd Ur=Ill<i<j<r+l tximxj)* 
We denote by I’@“-‘~” the permutation module generated over KS,, by the 
monomial x,x2 . . . x,, where r Q n. We refer to a product of r distinct 
indeterminates as an r-product. For O< k< r, let 9; be the KS,- 
homomorphism which maps x, .a. x, to the sum of all k-products from 
fx ,,...,x,}. James [2] uses this homomorphism to find the composition 
factors of S (npr*r). He shows 
1 2 . . S(n-‘*r) = (-);:A Ker 0;. 
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It is consistent with our definition to set 0l; = 0 when k is negative. If V is 
a u-product and W is a w-product such that V and W have no factor in 
common it is easily verified that 
1.3. ey+yvw) = Cy!$$)o,s-wj eg ve,w_, wf0r any s Q v + W. 
The trivial submodule of M(“-rV’) is generated over KS, by 0:(x, a.. x,). 
For m < n we may also define a KS,-homomorphism d(m):: M(n-k*k) -+ 
MC”-‘? by 
#(m)l(x, ... xk)=xl ... xke;:;(xk+, ... x,). 
We shall write 4: for 4(n):. We give the rules of composition for 0 and 4. 
1.5. Zf b < min(a, c), then 4:s; w = C~!$;$,,a+c-n, (i) 0: w@,“Ip$, and 
ifb > max(a, c), then @);w = C~~$;$,,o+c-b, ( “-;I;+~) t9; we;:;@,, where 
ww=x, “‘X,. 
In the work that follows we take K to be Z,, the field of integers modp. 
We define the length L(a) of an integer a to be the number of significant 
digits in the representation of a to base p so that p’(‘)- ’ < a < pL(‘). We say 
that a contains b if every non-zero digit in the representation of a to base p is 
matched by the same digit in the representation of a. James [2] imposes the 
additional condition that L(a) > L(b) when finding composition factors of 
S(n-r*r), which is equivalent o making (n - r, r) a proper partition, but we 
shall not require this restriction. We shall use the following properties of 
binomial coefficients (see [2, Section 221). 
1.6. (f-j) is divisible by p for all i, 0 < i < b - 1 fl and only f 
a - b = -1 (modpLCb)). 
1.7. ( 5 ) = 1 (modp) if a contains b in base p. 
In [2, Section 41, James shows that if 1 is a partition of n with no two 
rows the same length, the Specht module Sa has a unique maximal 
submodule S* n S*‘, where Sal is the orthogonal complement of SA relative 
to the natural bilinear form on the permutation module MA. We denote by 
DA the corresponding top composition factor. James then proves the 
following result. 
1.8. ]2, Theorem 24.151. Zf n > 2r every composition factor of S(n-r*r’ is 
isomorphic to DCn-jVi’ for some j < r. D(“-j,j’ appears if and only if 
n + 1 - 2j contains r-j in base p, in which case its multiplicity is 
precisely 1. 
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2. RELATIONS BETWEEN HOOK MODULES AND TWO-ROWED MODULES 
Let K=Z,, and let S(r) be the module generated over KS, by 
e;+yxl **. X,+J. It was first shown by Peel [4] that at characteristic 2 S(r) 
is isomorphic to S(n-r*1r). The isomorphism takes the form 
e;+yx f.. x,+1)cI ,,i,n,,+, cxi+xJ 
The following properties of S(r) are easily verified. 
2.1. S(r) is contained in MC”-‘*“. 
2.2. A K-basis for S(r) is (flF+‘(x, W): W is r-product from x2,..., x,,}. 
2.3. S(r) has dimension (“;I). 
2.4. S(r) = Ker 19:~, . 
We shall assume n >, 2r, so that (n - r, r) is a proper partition of n. We 
have the following which was proved by Peel ]4], 
2 5 . . S(n-r9r’ is a submodule of S(r). 
This follows from the fact that at characteristic 2 we may put 
T,=~c,..+c,=~;+~ xjccl...cr , 
C, ( C, 1 
where C, is the set of all products such that ci = xti or xlip i, and j is any 
integer greater than 2r. 
We next find the composition factors of S(r). 
THEOREM 2.6. The composition factors of S(r) are those of S(n-rqr’ 
together with those of S(r - 2). 
Pro05 It is well known (see, for example [ 1, 2.81) that the Brauer 
character of A4(“-‘.‘) is the sum of the characters of S(n-k*k) for all k, 
O< k<r. From 2.4, 
Mcn-r,r)/S(r) z S(r - 1) and A4c”-r+‘,r-1)/S(r - 1) z S(r - 2). 
Hence 
char S(r) = char M(n-r,r) - [char M(“-‘+l.‘-l) -char S(r - 2))\ 
= char S(n-rVr) + char S(r - 2). 
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COROLLARY 2.7. The decomposition numbers of S(r) may be found by 
adding together those of S(n-rtZk3r-2kJ for all k, 0 <k < r/2. 
Before looking at homomorphisms from S(n-kPk’ into S(r) for different 
values of k we require some more general results. We return to the case 
where K = Z, for any prime p. We give first some combinatorial results 
concerning the polynomial T, defined in 1.1. 
LEMMA 2.8. If U is any u-product from {2,,+, ,..., x”} and v < r + u, 
then 8L+“(T,.U) = T,f3:-,U. 
This follows immediately from 1.3 and 1.2. We note that if v is less than r 
the right-hand side is zero. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let U be defined as in 2.8, and let t be any integer such 
that 0 < t < n - 2r - u. Then #Fz:+t(T,U) = T,@(n - 2r)“,+,(U), where 
en - 2rx+t is defined on the set {x~~+ 1 ,..., xn}. 
Proof We use induction on r. If r = 0 the result is clearly true for all 
u<n-t. We assume it is true for r-l and u<n-t-r+ 1. Then 
4 :~::+,L(xz~-x~~-,)T,-~UI 
= TT-,[ux2Te:-2r+1(x21_,x2T+I ...x~)- ux2r-le:-2r+1(x2rx2,+1 ...xJ 
= True;-yX2r+, **a XJ. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let ak = 4: 1 S(n-kV k’ for any k < r. Then the image 
of ak is generated over KS,, by Tk0:1ik(x2k+ 1 ..a x,,). 
The homomorphism ak is of fundamental importance in the work that 
follows. We note that a, is the identity mapping on S(n-r,r) and a,$” is the 
trivial submodule of MC”-‘,“. It also follows from 2.10 that akS(n-kVk) # {0) 
for any k. We now proceed to the main structural theorems of this section. 
THEOREM 2.11. Every non-zero submodule of MC”-‘*‘) contains 
aks n-k3k’ for some k < r. 
Proof: Let Q be any non-zero submodule of A?‘*‘), and let q be a non- 
zero polynomial belonging to Q. We show that q generates a module 
containing ak S tn-k,k) for some k. If q is a generator of the trivial module we 
may take k = 0. If not, there is a transposition (i,j) such that (i,j) q# q. 
Since Q contains aq for any u in S, we can without loss of generality take 
i=l,j=2,Then [l-(1,2)Jq=(x,-x2)q,,whereq,isasumof(r-1) 
products on {xj ,..., x,}. If q1 is a generator of the trivial submodule of 
M(“-‘-‘9’-1) we have finished. If not, we can repeat the process with q1 
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instead of q. Since r is finite, the process must terminate after k steps for 
some k Q r, giving 
[ 1 - (1,2)] [ 1 - (3,4)] . . . [ 1 - (2k - 1,2k)] q = T,~zI;:;~(x,~+, . . . xJ, 
which is a generator of a,S (“-k*k). This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.12. akS(n-k7k) is contained in S(n-r*r’ if and only if 
n - k - r + 1~ 0 (modpL”-k’). 
Proof. By 1.2, akS(n-k*k’ is contained in SCnerqr’ if and only if 
@(ak Tk) = 0 for all i, 0 & i < r - 1. This is satisfied for all i < k by 2.8. If 
i> k, then by 2.8 and 1.4 
e!iTke::,2k(X2k+ 1 * - * x,)] = Tke;Z;e:::k(X*k+, * - * XJ 
= (“srr’) Tko;_;Tk(X,k+l . . . Xn). 
Now (“;k;‘) = (“;_2kk_;~:$)) which by 1.6 is divisible by p for all i such that 
O<i-k<r-k- 1 if and only if n-k-r+ lr0 (modpL”-k’). 
COROLLARY 2.13. ak is injective if and only if (;I{) is prime to p for all 
j less than k such that n - k -j + 1 = 0 (modpLCk-j)). 
Proof: Ker ak is a proper submodule of S(“-j*j). Hence by 2.11 either 
Ker ak=O or Ker ak contains ajS (n-‘~) for some j less than k. Now 
akajSCnPiJ) is generated by #F#‘,Tj, which is zero if and only if (:I’,) is 
divisible by p. The result then follows from 2.12. 
We now return to the case where p = 2. and apply Theorem 2.11 to the 
module S(r). 
THEOREM 2.14. (i) The image of ak is contained in S(r) if and only if 
n-r-k is odd or k=r. (ii) Every non-zero submodule of S(r) contains 
akSCn-kVk) for at least one value of k such that n - k - r is odd or k = r. 
ProoJ (i) By 2.4, ak Tk is contained in S(r) if an only if ec-, ak T, = 0. 
By 2.8 and 1.4, 
h[T,‘?~,Zk(X,k+, . ..x.)]=(n-k-r+ 1)Tk8::~k1(~2k+1 .a.~,,). 
This is zero if and only if n - k - r is odd or r - k - 1 is negative, which 
happens when k = r. 
(ii) Follows immediately from (i) and 2.11. 
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COROLLARY 2.15. If N is an irreducible submodule of S(r), then 
N = akSCnvkqk’ for some suitable k, and in this case akS’n-k’k’ is isomorphic 
to D(n-k.k’ 
COROLLARY 2.16. For any k < r, S(r) contains at most one submodule 
isomorphic to Dtnpkvk’. 
This follows from 2.15 and the fact that ifj # k then DCneiJ) and D(n-k*k’ 
are not isomorphic. 
3. COMPLETE REDUCIBILITY OF THE HOOKS 
It is shown in [5] that Specht modules are indecomposable over a field of 
characteristic p # 2. Hence all the cases in which the hook module is 
completely reducible may be found by consideration of S(r). For the whole 
of this section we shall take p = 2. In [3] it is shown that at characteristic 2, 
S(r) is decomposable if and only if n is odd and n - 2r - 1 & 0 (mod 2L’r’). 
THEOREM 3.1. S(r) is completely reducible ifand only ifS(n-r+2jvr-2j’ is 
irreducible for all j, 0 <j < r/2. 
Proof If r = 0 the result is trivially true. We assume r > 0. Suppose first 
that S(“-r+2iVr-2j’ is irreducible for all j, 0 <j< r/2. Then by 2.7 the 
composition factors of SW are isomorphic copies of 
{S(n-rt2jVr-2j): 0<j < r/2}, each factor appearing precisely once. By 1.8, 
S(n-r*r) can be irreducible only if n is odd, in which case n - r - (r - 2j) is 
odd, and S(r) contains ar-2jS(n-‘+2i*r-2” x Pert ‘j~-~j’ for each j. Hence 
S(r) z 5 s(n-rt2j,r-21). 
O<j<r/2 
Now suppose that S(r) is completely reducible. By 2.15 and 2.16 
0 
S(r) 5z ,<;<, bkD(n-k’k’, where b, = 0 or 1 for each k. 
Further, if n is even S(r) is indecomposable, and for r > 0 it is not 
irreducible. Hence n must be odd, and so S(r) and S(“-k*k) belong to the 
same block only if r - k is even. Thus 
S(r) z 5 CjD(n-‘+2jvr-2j~, where cj=O or 1. 
O<i<r/2 
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By 2.7 each cj is at least 1, and so cj = 1 for all j, 0 <j < r/2. Then by 2.7 
again we must have S (n-rtzi,r-28 = D(n-r+zj,r-Zj) for each j. This completes 
the proof. 
From 1.8 we next derive explicit conditions for S(n-m,m) to be irreducible. 
LEMMA 3.2. SCn-m*m’ is irreducible if and only if n + 1 = 2m 
(mod 2L(m)). 
ProoJ Suppose first that n + 1 = 2m (mod 2L(m’). Then for any j, 
0 <j < m, n + 1 - 2j = 2m - 2j (mod 2L(m’), and 2m - 2j does not contain 
the last digit of m -j unless m -j = 0. Hence by 1.8, S(“-mqm) is irreducible. 
Now suppose n + 1 E 2m - k (mod 2L(m)), where 0 < k < 2L(m). We 
consider separately the cases 0 < k < m and m < k < 2L(m’, and show that in 
each case there is an integer j less than m such that DCn-jvi’ is a composition 
factor of S(n-m,m). 
If k<m, we put j=m-k. Then n+ l-2(m-k)=k (mod2L’m’), and 
k = m - (m - k), so D(n-mtk7m-k) is a composition factor of S(n-mYm) by 
1.8. 
If k > m, we put j = 2L’m’-’ + m - k. Since k < 2L(m) and m > 2L(m’-’ we 
have j > 0. Also k > 2L(m)-‘, so j ( m. Then n + l-2j = k (mod 2L(m)), and 
m-j=k-2 L(m)-1 Since 2L(m)-’ < k < 2L(m), k contains 2L(m)-1 in binary, 
and hence k contains m -j. Thus DCn-jJ) is a composition factor of 
S(n-mym), which is therefore reducible. 
We combine 3.1 and 3.2 to give us precise conditions for S(r) to be 
completely reducible. 
THEOREM 3.3. S(r) is completely reducible if and only if 
n + 1 = 2r (mod 2L’m’) and r is not greater than 5. 
ProoJ Suppose r is odd. S@-‘,‘) is irreducible only if n = 8k t 5 for 
some k, and S(n-5*5) is irreducible only if n = 1 (mod 8). Hence S(r) cannot 
be completely reducible for any odd r greater than 5. If n = 1 (mod S), then 
S(n-5g5), S(n-3,3) and SC”-‘,‘) are all irreducible, and 
s(5) z pn-5.5) @p-3.3) @ p-l,l)* 
S(3) is completely reducible if and only if n = 1 (mod 4), and S(1) is 
(trivially) completely reducible if n is odd. The case for n even is proved in 
the same way. 
4. EXISTENCE OF A UNIQUE MINIMAL SUBMODULE 
We look first for the conditions for S(r) to have a unique minimal 
submodule at characteristic 2. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Suppose S(r) has a unique minimal submodule N. Then 
either N is the trivial submodule or else N z Den-‘*‘). 
Prooj By 2.14(i), S(r) always contains either a,S’“’ or a,S’“-‘*I’, and 
SC+‘*‘) is either irreducible or else has the trivial module as its only proper 
non-zero submodule. 
THEOREM 4.2. The trivial module is the unique minimal submodule of 
S(r) if and only if n - r z -1 (mod 2L”‘) and n E -2 or -3 (mod 22L”‘). 
Proof. Suppose the trivial module is contained in every non-zero 
submodule of S(r). By 2.5 it must be contained in S(n-r*r), and so by 2.12 
n-r+l-0 (mod 2L”‘). (1) 
Also by 2.14(i), the trivial module must be contained in CI~S(“-~~~) for all 
even k < r, since n -r must be odd. We therefore require DC”’ to be a 
composition factor of S (“-k*k) for all these values of k. By 1.8 this is the case 
if and only if n + 1 contains all even numbers between 0 and r in binary, 
that is, 
L(r)-1 L(r)- I 
n+l= C 2’ or n+l= C 2’ (mod 2L”‘). (2) 
i=l i=O 
Now suppose that n and r satisfy Eqs. (1) and (2). Then S(n-r,r) contains 
the trivial module, and by 2.14(ii) we need only show that 0:(x, . . . x,) is 
contained in ctkS(n-k*k) for all even k between 0 and r. We use induction on 
k. When k = 0, akS(n-kVk’ is trivial module by definition. Suppose k is even 
and greater than 0 and CZ~S(“-~~’ contains the trivial module for all even j
less than k. Let v = 0:(x1 .*a x,), where k < m < n. By 2.12, v is contained 
in S(m-k,k) which is a vector subspace of S(n-k*k) if and only if 
m - k + 1 = 0 (mod 2L’k’). L e m be the greatest integer satisfying this t 
condition and not greater than n. k contains 2L’k’-’ by definition of L and so 
m + 1 and n + 1 both contain 2 L(k)-‘. Since we have chosen m so that 
n - m < 2L(k’, this means that n -m < 2L’k’-’ < k. We show that akv 
generates a proper non-zero submodule of okS(“-k’k). 
min(r,m) 
$;q(xl ... xm) = c 
i=max(k,m+r-n) 
The coeffkient of 8:(x, . . . x,) is ( ,: ), which is odd for all even k when (1) 
and (2) hold, so u 
v 6 c$n-k,k) n c$n-k.k)la 
does not lie in Ker ak. We show that 
Any Specht polynomial in S(n-k*k) is of the form 
481/14/2-I6 
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n, GiCk (a, + b,), and since n - m < k there must be some j such that Uj and 
bj are contained in {x, ,..., xm}. Then 
aj fl (ai + bi), bj n (ai + bi), o 
I<iCk <i<k 
i#j i+j 
and so UEsO-k,k’l~ Thus DO-M’ * 1s not a composition factor of KS,v, and 
so akU generates a proper non-zero submodule of akS(n-k’k’, all of whose 
composition factors are of the form D(“-jj) for some j < k. Hence by 
2. I4(ii), ak KS,, u contains ajS (@-jj) for some even j < k, which contains the 
trivial module by our induction hypothesis. This completes the proof. 
By a similar method we may prove the corresponding result for 
a,S’“-‘,“. This is 
THEOREM 4.4. a, Scn-‘,‘) is the unique minimal submodule of S(r) if 
and only if n - r = 0 (mod 2L”-1)) and n E -1 or 0 (mod 2L(‘-‘)). 
At characteristic 2 the transpose of a Young diagram gives rise to the dual 
module, and so, putting s = n - r - 1 we may deduce the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose 2s > n > s. Then S(s) has a unique maximal 
submodule if and only ifs E -2 and n E -2 or -3 (mod 2L(n-s-‘)) oi s E -1 
and n G -1 or 0 (mod 2L(n-s-2)), 
We apply the results of Section 2 to SCnVrVr), 
THEOREM 4.6. Scn-rYr) has a unique minimal submodule for all values of 
r and any n > 2r over any field K. 
Proof If K has characteristic zero, S(n-r,r’ is irreducible and the result 
is true. If K has characteristic p, it is sufficient o consider the case K = Z,, 
since ZP is a splitting field for S,. 
We have already shown that every non-zero submodule of M(“Prqr’ 
contains akS(n-k*k) for some k < r. It is therefore suffkient to show that if 
a #n-k,k) and ajS(n-‘J’ 
akS(n-.iJ) 
are both contained in S(n-r*r) and j < k, then 
is contained in a,S O-k,k), ~~ 2.12, akS(n-k.k) and ajS(n-i.j) are 
b&h contained in SCnPrVr) if and only if 
n + 1 -k - r = 0 (modpLCrPk)) and n + 1 -j - r E 0 (modp”‘-j)). (3) 
Also by 2.12, SCm-k,kP contains t = TjBF:j2j(x2j+ 1 . . . x,) for any m such 
that 
mi-1-k-j-O (modpLCk-j)). (4) 
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We choose m to be maximal subject to (4) and 0 <m < n so that 
S(m-k*k) c S(n-k*k’. Such an m will always exist since n > 2r > j + k. We - 
show that for this value of m, a,t is a generator of aiS(“-j~). By 2.8 and 1.5, 
a,t = q$t = Tj$(n - 2j)~Ij8~-Yj2’(x,+ 1 a-. x,) (5) 
min(r-j,m-21’3 
F- =Tj il 
i=max(k-j.m-n+r-j) 
Since r > k, L(r -j) > L(k -j), and so from (3) and (4) 
m-n+r-kr0 (modpL’k-j)). (6) 
By the maximality of m, 0 < n - m < pLckei’, and I > k, so m - n + r - k is 
greater than -pLtk-” and hence by (6) it is not negative. Hence the lower 
limit of the summation in (5) is m - n + r -j. We show next that each of the 
coeffkients in the summation is 1. From (6), m - n + r-j= k -j 
(modpL’k-if), and from (3), since r - k is less than r-j we see that 
k -j E 0 (modpLtk-j) ). Hence k -j is contained in all numbers between 
m - n + r -j and m - n + r -j +pLcrpk) - 1 inclusive. But n - m < r - k < 
P 
L(r-k) -l,andsor-j~m-n+r-j+pL”~k’-land(k~j)-l (modp) 
for all i in the range by 1.3. Hence 
min(r-j,m-2j) 
a,t = Tj r ey- *j(X*j + 1 *a. xm)e;y.!i(xm+, **ax,) 
i=m-ntr-j 
= Tj 0;:!j(~,~+, ... XJ 
by 1.3. This is a generator of ajS(n-i*i’, which must therefore be a 
submodule of akS(n-k*k). This completes the proof. 
Clearly not all submodules of S(“-r*r) are of the form akS(n-k9k), and we 
can show that Stnmrqr) does not always have a unique composition series. 
For instance, when p= 2 and n = 8k + 4, p-4.4’ contains 
u = et-+, . . . x,-~) and u = (x, + x2)(x3 + x4)(x5 +x6) 8:-6(x, . . . xJ. 
Now u is contained in Ker 0; if an only if j = 1, 2 or 3 (mod S), and u is 
contained in Ker 0; if and only if j is odd. Hence neither of the modules 
KS,u, KS,v is contained in the other, and the submodules of S(n-4,4) are 
not totally ordered by inclusion. 
/ 
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